
Bestbath™ is excited to announce a new  
shower pan designed to replace tubs with above-floor-
rough plumbing.  Its unique design provides clearance 
between the pan and flooring so the drainpipe can be 
routed without the expense of drain relocation. The 
simplicity of installation along with Bestbath's 
manufacturing quality makes this a near perfect 
replacement for tubs.

Stepping in and out of a tub is not only hazardous, but 
prevents many people from bathing at all.  Bestbath’s  
new above-floor-rough shower pan makes showering 
safer and more enjoyable. The 6 ¾ inch threshold 
height makes entry and exit safer, reducing the  
possibility of slipping or falling.

Tub cut outs can be difficult to access and force users 
to step through a narrow opening while attempting to 
reach a grab bar. 

Now you have access to an affordable solution to 
replace old tubs. Bestbath’s above-floor-rough pan 
is safe, easy, and quick to install and its quality and 
durability translate to minimal maintenance. The pan 
provides versatility and can be used with the wall  
surround material of your choice, including Bestbath 
composite walls, tile, or cultured marble. Our pans are 
made to replace a typical bathtub and the drain 
location can be customized based on existing 
plumbing configurations.

Above-Floor-Rough 
Shower Pans



• Designed for post-tension floors with above-floor-rough
plumbing

• Fast, easy installation

• Pre-leveled at the factory with no mud setting required

• No unsightly or unsafe retro-fitting or tub cutouts

• 6 ¾ inch threshold height for easy access

• Perfect for tile or other Bestbath compatible wall
surrounds

• Choice of right or left drain orientations

• Tight radius accommodates shower door

• Durable to withstand heavy use

• Mold and mildew resistant

• Variety of sizes and finishes available

Shower Pans 
Bestbath shower pans provide your commercial,  
multi-family, or residential project with an innovative  
and cost-effective solution that will maintain its  
beauty and provide years of use. Our shower pans are 
designed to fit into almost any application and feature 
quick and easy installation to keep you on schedule  
and on budget.

Bestbath is the expert in safe bathing offering  
solutions that are beautiful, functional and safe.  
Backed by over 50 years of experience and a 30-
year limited warranty, you can confidently turn to 
Bestbath  for your next project.

For easy and precise installation, all Bestbath shower 
pans are pre-leveled at the factory, do not require  
mud setting, and are installed directly on the subfloor. 
Not only is installation quick and efficient, but the  
durable gelcoat finish will last for years with minimal 
maintenance.

Unlike tile floors, Bestbath one-piece shower pans are 
durable and do not require costly maintenance. No more 
worrying about possible leaks and water damage.  
You can achieve a balance of beauty and utility when  
a Bestbath shower pan accompanies tile walls.

With Bestbath you get personalized service with a  
dedicated representative. Shorter lead times, better  
service, and no hassles are just a few of the benefits 
you’ll enjoy with Bestbath. Combine this with our world-
class products, and there’s no problem we can’t solve and 
no solution we can’t provide for your next project.

Above-Floor-Rough Pan Benefits at a Glance:

Bestbath products are made in the USA and come 
with a 30-year limited warranty so you can relax
knowing you’re covered now and in the future.

Contact us today
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